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Notes from article: 
  

Susie Linfield 
^New York intellectual 

^associate professor of cultural reporting and criticism programme at New 
York University 

^author 'The cruel radiance: photography and political violence.' (2010) 
^represents a milestone covering a theoretical time gap of convention 

rather than conviction  
^passive anchor to the commandments of the great intellectuals 

of the past - Walter Benjamin, John Berger, Susan Sontag. 
^questioned the ability of images portraying horrors and suffering 
to awaken political awareness in people and move them to take 

action. 
  

Observed in early 90s (after fall of Berlin Wall/end of cold war) 
^expectations for universal peace and democracy were betrayed by the 

reality of gruesome photographs of tragedies 
^e.g. Sierra Leone, Liberia, Congo, Somalia, Rwanda, Uganda, Bosnia, 

Chechnya 
^unlike post modernists was convinced of photographs helpfulness: 

^“we need to respond to and learn from photographs rather than 
simply disassemble them; unlike those critics, I believe that we need 

to look at, and look into, what James Agee called “the cruel radiance of 
what it is.” Photographs help us do that; so would the kind of criticism 

that believed of their worth.” 
  

Preface of book 
^points out written against a progressive view of history that bends 

towards freedom and justice: 
^“I have come to believe that it is the experience of degradation, 
immiseration, violence, and defeat that defines the lives of millions, 
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and that in large part defines history. Such experiences do not 
necessarily lead those who suffer to create a better world once they 

shake off their chains; on the contrary, suffering is just as likely to 
warp its victims and turn them, sometimes quickly, into persecutors 

and tyrants. That is why we cannot talk – at least in meaningful or 
realistic ways – about building a world of democracy, justice and 

human rights without first understanding the experience of their 
negation”. 

^images acquire inestimable value due to their ability to bring us closer to 
experiences of suffering in ways no other art/journalism can. 

  
Asks questions like -  

^what does it mean to look at photos of violence and suffering? 
^is refusal to look a form of respect? 

^why is this type of photography branded voyeuristic, exploitation, 
pornography? 

^what would solidarity with people in the photos mean? 
^what would our understanding of a world without photos be like? 

^why do some thinkers maintain a world without images would be a 
better one? 

^why does it mean to acknowledge another humans suffering knowing to 

truly understand it is impossible? 
^how has photography of political trauma/witness responded to the radical 

changes in how war is made? 
  

Roland Barthes  
^images of violence have no effect because they are too finished and 

overconstructed: 
^“we are in each case dispossessed of our judgment: somebody has 

shuddered for us, reflected for us, judged for us; the photographer has left 
us nothing”. 

  
Benjamin 

^photography impairs independent judgement 
  

Berger 
^images of violence and suffering are at best useless and at worst narcissistic - 

trigger in the viewer a sense of self-conscious helplessness and unease, a moral 
incompetence that cripples and shocks, taking away indignation and therefore 

action. 
  
Sontag 

^described photography as treacherous, predatory, toxic, selective, a form of 
mental pollution. 

^the shock of photographed atrocities were off with repeated viewings - 
concerned photography has done as much to deaden the conscience as 

arouse it. 
  

Linfield answers the critics above by acknowledging the immediate visceral 
emotional connection with the world that images conjure 

^leads us to want to no more, dig deeper, ponder 
^in favour of “integrating emotion into the experience of looking” 



^a joint responsibility between the photographer who shoots 
images of suffering and the viewer 

^“photojournalists are responsible for the ethics of showing, we 
are responsible for the ethics of seeing.” 

^photos are the beginning of a dialogue, start of an investigation 
^the enemy is the forces that make people suffer not the 

documentation of injuries and despair 
^ It’s too easy to “transfer onto the narrator the 

responsibility for what he narrates”. 
  

Does not agree that repeated viewing of images of suffering leads to a numbing 
effect 

^ “Far from dulling our senses, photography has been a key component in 
the creation of what rights theorist Mary Kaldor has called “our growing 

consciousness of what it means to be human”. 
^compels us to imagine the world without photos 

^highlights how photography has contributed to the creation of human 
right consciousness 

  
Refutes criticism that images denouncing atrocity are useless and perpetuate the 
original crimes 

^example of holocaust 
^those that suffered have much to tell and went to extraordinary 

lengths to do so  
^e.g. illegal diaries, underground photos 

^they beseeched us to know who they were, acknowledge and stop 
the crimes against them 

  
Criticism that photos are not explanatory enough rebutted as this is typical of 

everything we use to experience and describe the world 
^fundamentally important photos are put into context for this reason 

^i.e. captioning is as complete as possible 
^if photos cannot tell the whole truth this does not mean they say nothing 

or are total lies 
^e.g. Abu Ghraib photos an their impact 

^“even after forty years of postmodern theory and two decades of 
Photoshop. The Abu Ghraib images shocked the public and scared 

the government, precisely because they were photographs; they 
could not be spun, denied, or explained away, and though they 

could be interpreted in various ways, they could not be made to 
mean anything at all.” 
  

In people section of book studies 3 legendary names in photojournalism - Robert 
Capa, James Nachtwey, Gilles Peress 

^Capa  
^focused on a sense of justice, a chronicler of history that believed in its 

possibilities 
^focused on a sense of justice and can be described as romantic at 

times 
^period worked saw clearly defined borders between good, evil, 

justice, injustice 
^Nachtwey  



^world is contemporary made of contradictions 
^Lines between good and evil highly blurred 

^they show savage nihilism, depravity of terrorist attacks, frenzy 
of martyrdom, sexual torture… 

^"Nacthwey’s photographs don’t – can’t – take the kind of stand 
that Capa’s did because for Nachtwey to do so would require 

romanticising barbarism…[they] don’t point to an open ended, 
optimistic future in the way that Capa’s did because Nachtwey – 

like many of us – has no such future in which to believe." 
  

Notes from video interview: 
  

Inspiration for 'The Cruel Radiance' 
^did not particularly know anything about photography 

^had written a lot about film but interest had lagged 
^was teaching criticism at New York University 

^realised photography criticism had a different tone to other types of 
criticism 

^film/art critics tend to love what they are talking about while 
photography critics are much more critical/suspicious of 
photography 

^e.g. Walter Benjamin/Susan Sontag/post modernists 
^contrast was interesting and puzzling 

^same time (early 90s) end of cold war was meant to bring peace but clear 
that a new type of war was emerging 

^e.g. Bosnia, Liberia 
^became aware of and both repelled and fascinated by photographs of war 

being seen - what they were/weren't suggesting about violence 
^e.g. NY times, Magnum photographers, galleries 

^connections between photographic criticism and questions of violence began to 
emerge 

^series of essays led to a book 
  

One of books arguments is that photography is a product of modernity 
^a lot of anxieties we have about modernity focus on photography 

^photography has become a substitute for a lot of concerns we have about 
modernity, mass culture, technology, democratic forms 

In terms of violence 
^argues photos are good at spurring an emotional reaction/identification 

with the victims of violence 
^thinks this is very important but photo critics hate that emotional 
reaction - anti-intellectual 

Photos are very limited 
^can’t explain the causes, analyse or point towards solutions 

Book is both a defence of looking at photos of violence and a plea that we go 
beyond photos to achieve different levels of understanding 

  
Against the way a lot of photo criticism lectures against a certain reaction 

^tries not to do that 
Everyone has their limit of what they can look at 

^e.g. cannot look at videos of Jihadist beheadings -  
^has seen some photos but cannot look at video 



^tries to work out difference between looking at still and moving 
image in book 

^hope is concerned viewers/concerned what is going on in the world would 
use photos to enter experience others in the world are undergoing 

^to do the work of historic and political analysis to figure out the 
causes of the situation 

^figure out which policies to support that could help 
  

Photos are weird things 
^many critics have tried to figure out their weirdness 

^one hand like a painting - a representation of something/the thing 
itself 

^different - not a work of imagination 
^captures something that was there (albeit subjectively) 

^combination of reality and representation 
^because of this has emotional effect paintings cannot have 

^we don’t look at paintings and think of entering in and 
saving the person depicted 

^we might feel that with a photo 
^one frustration is we can’t do that - moment has 
passed 

^early photo criticism referred to photos having a kind of magic 
^frozen moments of reality - once frozen no longer reality but 

representation 
^so mysterious 

^postmodern critics posit no reality 
^photos are constructs - do not represent anything real 

^argues against that 
^influential especially in photography 

^new technologies aid this theory 
^e.g. Photoshop, advertising manipulation/construction, 

Instagram - completely disconnected images 
(real/fake/propaganda) 

^all of this adds to theory that photos are fake and 
manipulative 

^some are - very easy to make a fake photo now 
  

Syria 
^1st postmodern war in terms of images and media 

^both sides using images of violence and atrocity 
^traditionally would show what other sides are doing but here showing 
what themselves are doing and bragging 

^social media so important for both sides 
^propaganda/recruitment 

Bosnia 
^photos came from photographers against the atrocities 

  
Nazis 

^took thousands of phots 
^not intended to be circulated - sent home, circulate to each other 

^now we have a different reading than intended 
^e.g. child in Warsaw ghetto with hands up 



^meant to show great thing being done - now shows cruelty 
  

Turkey - photo festival 
^met traumatised photographer just returned from Syria 

^photographed ISIS beheading - did not know if helping ISIS or not 
^group wanted taken because felt this was a great thing 

^different to a painting 
^actually saw this - should he intervene? 

^can’t stop it although our wish is he would  
^he is a proxy for us - what is our position? What are we 

doing? 
^can be type of excitement 

^some people can feel morally bound to intervene as citizens/our 
responsibilities 

^forces us into a moral position 
  

Debate about post production 
^not a photographer and innocent about technology 

^anxiety that digital photography and idea about how much of reality 
should be changed 
^shocked photos can be taken in B+W/colour or vice versa 

^B+W is not reality, an alteration 
  

^judging world press photo many images that could have been in running 
for a prize were excised because elements taken out 

^slippery slope 
^Barthes argued a tiny detail (punctum) can really change the 

photo 
^all finalists were studied by an expert for manipulation 

  
These rules are important because so many people do not follow them 

^e.g. advertising 
^which is why professional photojournalists should to maintain the rules - 

someone has to keep alive fidelity and commitment to reality 
^everyone taking pictures - photojournalists distinguished by certain 

commitment to reality 
^some people find old fashioned but see as an important tradition 

to maintain 
  

  
Allowed to do radical things 

^e.g. cropping 

^even this a matter of judgement - if alters meaning/reality then not 
acceptable 

^e.g. cropping out someone holding a gun to someone's head 
  

Doesn’t think photos stand on their own 
^Walter Benjamin said the photo would be saved by the caption 

^not sure if needs saving but likes to have lots of context 
^e.g. frustrated by recent exhibition that lacked captions - could not 

understand what was happening 
^became an aesthetic only experience 



  
Comparing Robert Capa and James Nachtwey 

^each regarded as premiere photojournalist of their time 
^comparing them tells us about the time they worked  

^Capa - made name Spanish civil war 
^own biography is about politics of the time 

^takes partisan - pro republican/anti-fascist pictures 
^known as battle photographer but most important pictures are 

of civilian life 
^wanted to motivate people/governments to intervene 

^Nachtwey 
Often photographs other kinds of devastation 

^e.g. famine used as devastation in Sudan 
^hard to understand what is happening 

^much more graphic - yet hard to understand the conflict 
^left with devastation but don’t know what to do with it 

^been criticised - pornographer/exploiter 
^doesn’t think that but presents a complicated reaction 

^feel helpless/devastated as opposed to Capa's 
pictures - have to work to formulate reaction 

^hated by a lot of people which is based on 

difficulty of images 
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